Abstract. In this work, an experimental study to evaluate the parameter vector utility brought by an automated tuning tool, so called Hybrid Automatized Tuning procedure (HATp) is given. The experimental work uses the inertia weight and number of iterations from the algorithm PSO; it compares those parameters from tuning by analogy and empirical studies. The task of PSO is to select users to exploit concurrently a channel as long as they achieve the Signal-to-Interference-Ratio (SINR) constraints to maximize throughput; however, as the number of users increases the interference also arises; making more challenging for PSO to converge or to find a solution. Results show that, HATp is not only able to provide a parameter vector that improve the search ability of PSO to find a solution but also to enhance its performance on resolving the spectrum sharing application problem than those parameters values suggested by empirical and analogical methodologies in the literature on some problem instances.
Introduction
Meta-heuristic algorithms are black box procedures that, provided a set of candidate solutions, solve a problem or a set of problems instances. However, they require to select a set of parameters to tuning them, which greatly affect the meta-heuristic's efficiency to solve a given decision problem. Those parameters are classified as qualitative and quantitative; the former are related to procedures (e.g Binary or Continuous PSO), while the latter are associated with specific values (e.g. number of iterations, and population size). This work is focused on quantitative parameters to configure the PSO algorithm; which is a non-trivial problem as authors in [1] explain. This problem in the literature is called algorithm configuration by authors in [2] ; and parameter tuning in [1] , [3] .
In [1] authors define the parameter tuning procedure as the task in which parameter values are set before executing a given meta-heuristic; and those values remain fixed while the meta-heuristic is running. Due to the aforementioned, parameter's tuning is an important task in the context of developing, evaluating and applying meta-heuristic algorithms.
Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
To evaluate parameter vector utility bring by the tuning procedure, this paper uses the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [4] , which is categorized by its authors as an evolutionary computation technique since it utilizes a population of candidate solutions to evolve an optimal or near-optimal solution for a problem.
The individuals in the PSO technique are called particles and they represent a possible solution of the optimization problem. When elements of a problem are represented as binary variables, the binary version of PSO (BPSO) is used [7] . Since its inception, many adjustments have been made to improve its performance. One of these new improvements to BPSO algorithms is Socio-Cognitive Particle Swarm Optimization (SCPSO) [8] . SCPSO introduces the distance between gbest and pbest values as a new velocity update equation which maintain diversity in the swarm, a socio-cognitive scaling parameter c 3 and a new position update equation. The latter used on spectrum sharing application to maximize throughput in the network.
This feature article is about analyzing two procedures for optimization parameters on SCPSO algorithm: a) model-base CALIBRA algorithm [9] , and b) polynomial interpolation technique called Newton's Divided Difference Polynomial Method of Interpolation [10] . Along with aforementioned procedures, we use as a control group, parameter vector values taken from the state of art, tuning by analogy (TA) and empirical methodology to test the parameter vector utility.
Automatic Parameter Tuning
The automated tuning procedures address the parameter tuning problem; they are designed to search for the best parameter vector. Therefore, given a metaheuristic with n parameters, tuning procedures search for the best parameter vector P * = {p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n }. The parameter vector P * usually is selected by researchers using manual tuning procedures [11] or tuned by analogy's procedures [12] . The No Free Lunch theorem of optimization states that; one P * allowing to solve all optimization problems is verifiable non-existent; therefore, tuning by analogy procedure, which uses a single parameter vector for different problems or different problem instances, is not the best strategy. On the other hand, manual tuning procedures are very time consuming, and failure prone; therefore, it is necessary to conduct other procedures to avoid those drawbacks.
In [13] the author gives a brief review about the automated parameter tuning procedures; using a two fold model classification: a) model-free, and b) modelbased approaches. The former models are procedures guided by randomness, or simple experimental design (e.g. Latin Hypercube Sampling), tuners with very limited extrapolation potential. On the other hand, the latter models have the capabilities of 1) interpolating for the choice of new parameter settings; and even 2) extrapolating parameter vectors for new problems or problem instances. In this context, interesting contributions to find P * through automated procedures are presented in [1] , [3] .
In the next section, we will describe CALIBRA, and Newton's Divided Difference Polynomial Method of Interpolation which is the the interpolation technique selected to find new P * for problem instances.
The Hybrid Automatized Tuning Procedure (HATp)
Traditional tuning methods comprises three layers: a) design layer; b) algorithm layer; and c) application layer [1] . In this experimental study, we propose to use in the design layer an Hybrid Automatized Tuning procedure (HATp). Firstly, it exploits a procedure that couples fractional factorial experimental design and a local search procedure, called CALIBRA [9] . Then, an interpolation method such as Newton's divided difference polynomial works with CALIBRA to bring a particular P * for problem instances; while reducing computer time. HATp's first stage uses CALIBRA (HATpI); it sets up a series of experiments to find the best value for quantitative parameters in the tuning target algorithm. The notion of best depends on how the performance of the target algorithm is measured. To achieve this, CALIBRA combines two methods: experimental designs and local search. The experimental designs focus on the on promising regions [9] . Promising regions are selected using a full factorial design 2 k , and Taguchi's L 9 (3 4 ); once a region is selected, CALIBRA makes a local search. The above procedure is executed until certain stopping condition is met. CALIBRA uses P to configure the interest algorithm; same process is executed several times with P obtained from promising regions by CALIBRA up to find P * . It is important to denote that the CALIBRA software can provided up to five parameter calibration; so for metaheuristics with more than five parameters, it is necessary to develop a new CALIBRA software version.
Considering the No Free Lunch theorem of optimization; and a continuous local function f (x); once CALIBRA brought a set of parameter vectors P * , HATp uses a polynomial interpolation method to find new problem instances P * (HATpII). The interpolation process takes advantage of CALIBRA model-base characteristic; building a polynomial of order n that passes through the 1 + n points calculated by CALIBRA. To find the new points, the interpolation process uses Newton's divided differences recursive equations (1), (2), (3):
Formalizing the automated parameter tuning procedure HATp: suppose that the performance of algorithm Ac is to be studied for a given set of problem instances I; P * is found using a model based algorithm Ca; using a set of problems instances I different to I. Once Ca brings the P * , the algorithm Ac is configured with it, and a problem instance from I is resolved. Performance measures are selected according to problem instances open questions.
The second strategy in HATp is an interpolation procedure, Dd to find P * for new problem instances as follows: given a continuous function f and a sequence of known points x 0 ; x 1 ; . . . ; x n . the divided difference of f over x 0 ; x 1 ; . . . ; x n points is the value of a n = f [x 0 ; x 1 ; . . . ; x n ]; which is recursively computed by equations (1), (2), (3), in intention to find P * , and reduce tuning computer time.
Target Problem and Experimental PSO Setup
In cognitive wireless networks with spectrum underlay when a secondary transmitter requests for a primary channel, they must be able to check if mutual interference among secondary users (unlicensed users) and primary users (licensed users) doesn't rise to the level of harmful interference. In this case the primary users have priority over a specific channel, and secondary users are allowed to transmit in the same channel as long as they do not cause harmful interference to the primary user. Consider Figure 1 , there is a number of secondary links Sl and primary links P l are deployed in a coverage area A. A link either secondary or primary is represented by the union of a transmitter and a receiver and it is identified by a number beside the link. The number of primary links P l is the primary network, which is assigned with a portion of regulated spectrum. Whereas, the secondary network is composed by the number of secondary links Sl, which have to find a primary channel to exploit it. The cognitive network has a central entity; it knows the number of primary channels that can be assigned to secondary links. The primary channel allocation for secondary links doesn't depend on whether primary channels are idle or busy but once they are assigned the interference does not cause disruption in both primary and secondary networks. A primary link has a primary channel to share (the numbers in braces in Figure 1 ) and one primary channel can be assigned to several secondary links (the number in brackets in Figure 1 ), as long as they, together, do not generate enough interference to disrupt the primary communication link. The secondary link selection depends on how much interference it can generate to those primary and secondary links that use the same primary channel. To determine the level of interference that any of the links experiences in the cognitive network, the equations (4) and (5) calculate the signal-to-interference-noise-ratio (SINR) value that the receiver either secondary or primary can suffer. The SINR at the secondary receiver u is given by:
where P u is the transmit power of secondary transmitter u, P k is the transmit power of secondary transmitter k, P v is the transmit power of primary transmitter v, lds(u) is the link distance of secondary link u, dss(k, u) is the distance from secondary transmitter k to secondary receiver u, dps(v, u) is the distance from primary transmitter v to secondary receiver u, k is the index of active secondary transmitters, Φ is the set of active secondary transmitters, n is the path loss exponent (a value between 2 and 4). Similarly, the SINR at the primary receiver v is given by:
where P v is the transmit power of primary transmitter v, P k is the transmit power of secondary transmitter k, ldp(v) is the link distance of primary link v, dps(k, v) is the distance from secondary transmitter k to primary receiver v. Data rate contributions of the secondary links and primary links are calculated according to equations (6) and (7) respectively. The data rate depends on primary channel bandwidth B that secondary links and primary links can share and the conditions of the propagation environment (attenuation and interference).
Based on the above discussion, the admission and interference control problem is formulated as the following optimization problem:
By observing the above optimization problem, the objective function is to maximize the sum throughput in the cognitive network (8), subject to the SINR requirements of the secondary links (9) and primary links (10) . The maximum interference level is limited by α in the secondary network and β in the primary network in the right-hand side of each of the constraints (9) and (10). Constraints from (11) to (13) are integrity restrictions. x u = 1 if secondary link u is included in the solution and x u = 0 if it remains out as indicated in (14).
Solution Procedure Based on SCPSO Algorithm
The goal by using SCPSO is to decide which secondary links can achieve this, finding a binary vector P g of size Sl representing the solution, where the bits 1/0 symbolize if the u − th secondary link is selected as part of the solution (bit 1) or not (bit 0). The maximum data rate achieved in the system is f (P g ).
Assume S as the number of particles and D as the dimension of particles. A candidate solution is expressed as
The personal best evaluation (pbest) of the i-th particle is denoted as P i = [p i1 , p i2 , ..., p iD ] where p id ∈ {0, 1}. g is the index of the best particle in the swarm, therefore P g is the best evaluation in the swarm (gbest). The swarm is manipulated according to the following velocity v id and position x id equations:
where w and w 1 are considered the inertia weights, c 1 and c 2 are the learning factors, c 3 is called as socio-cognitive scaling parameter, and finally r 1 and r 2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in [0,1]. Algorithm 1 is a simplified version from work presented in [14] to address the spectrum underlay problem in cognitive networks. Update x id and v id using equations (15) to (18) 7 if x id = 1 then 8 allocate randomly a new channel to x id from the set P C 9 until stopping criterion met; Initialization stage includes: 1) locate randomly Sl and P l in the scenario, 2) initialize randomly X i , 3) initialize randomly V i , 4) Set P i = X i , 5) Set P i = X i , and 6) initialize randomly vector Spectrum Status with values from P l. Note that in initialization stage, P i and X i are considered to coincide. Three new vectors X i , P i , and Spectrum Status are included additionally. X i provides the possible channel allocation for secondary links. P i stores the best channels allocations found so far for a particle and Spectrum Status vector stores the channel allocations for primary links.
In update pbest (step 4 in Algorithm 1), the particle compares f (X i ) > f (P i ) and overwrites pbest if f (X i ) is higher than f (P i ). In contrast, in update gbest, all pbest values will be compared with gbest value, so if there is a pbest which is higher than the gbest, then gbest will be overwritten. Update pbest and gbest phases require fitness calculation according to (8) ; to avoid infeasible solutions in the swarm, they are penalized by setting total particle's fitness to zero therefore they are not chosen in the selection process. Further details and the complete implementation of this solution procedure based on the SCPSO algorithm are provided in [14] .
Quantitative Parameters: Number of Iterations and Inertia Weight
The SCPSO parameters of interest in this paper are the number of iterations and inertia weight. The inertia weight w influences the trade-off between exploration and exploitation [15] ; therefore, a large w facilitates exploration, while a smaller w tends to facilitate exploitation in promising regions. Finding a suitable w helps to require fewer number of iterations on average to find the optimum value [15] . We took the reference values suggested by analogy from [8] , except for the number of iterations and swarm size which are derived from an empirical tuning methodology (see Table 1 ); those values and HATp P * were tested in the SCPSO algorithm to know their utility; it is important to denote that both parameter vectors had same values for parameters indicated (*) in Table 1 . Taking as pivotal values, the Number of iterations and Inertia weight showed in Table 1 ; we define a 200 hundred percent rule to state thresholds around them. It is a precondition in CALIBRA to define a searching area for promise regions.
Using aforementioned thresholds, CALIBRA defines a set of P vectors which are used to configure the set I of problem instances; finally after testing P vectors on each problem instance in I ; CALIBRA brought a P * . The combination of α, β and the Number of secondary users is used by CALIBRA to find P * . Note that α and β are considered to coincide. Tables 2 and 3 show the entire design points used to configure SCPSO algorithm to resolve the set of problem instances I. The range of w values brough by CALIBRA contained values gave in [8] w = 0.721000, and [15] w = 0.8 as show in Table 3 . On the other hand, the number of iterations have differences, in [15] authors proposed up to 2500 iterations, the empirical tuning result was 150, and the values brough by CALIBRA between 40 and 250 for the number of iterations (see Table 2 ). 
Results
The aim of this experimental study is to know how much the SCPSO algorithm performance is affected by P * brought by TA-empirical tuning and HATp processes. Tables 4 and 5 show SCPSO algorithm results using 30 different design points defined by parameter values in Tables 2 and 3 ; those design points were tested 1000 times; The characteristics of the computer equipment and software used were: a)Fine Tuner Tool, Calibra; Language, Borland C++, version 5.02; Operating system, Windows 7 enterprise 32 bits; Processor, Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-2320 CPU@3.00 GHz, and the RAM memory, 4.00 GB.
Analysing the SCPSO mean throughput in Table 5 ; it was higher when the SCPSO algorithm used the TA-empirical tuning vector than HATpI ; however, as the number of secondary users, α, β values increase, also increases the average throughput of the SCPSO using the HATpI P * , up to 100%. Concluding, the TA-empirical P * utility is better with low problem complexity, while HATpI P * is better in scenarios with high problem complexity. In line 48 of Table 5 HATpI P * had its worse performance, when the number of secondary users is eqauls to 30 and α, β= 14 dB, the highest problem instance complexity; due to fact that CALIBRA did not provide a P * . About the maximum value for data rate, as problem complexity increase the utility of HATpI P * as well. However the median parameter shows zero in both process.
The SCPSO algorithm performance in Table 4 is similar to the one shown in Table 5 . Although, considering the average throughput, only in three cases the TA vector allowed SCPSO algorithm to bring better results.
A global view of results in Tables 4 and 5 , show that as the problem complexity increases, the SCPSO algorithm performance degrades. This behaviour allow us to conclude that, taking higher thresholds for w and Number of iterations could be possible to find better P * vectors. This conclusion is supported by [8] and [15] as well as CALIBRA exploration in similar areas, having SCPSO low performance on average fitness for entire problem instances.
Conclusions
In this paper, we analyse two parameter tuning procedures, specifically focusing on two quantitative parameters of SCPSO which resolves the spectrum sharing Simulation results show that when Inertia weight is lower than 0.5 and the number of iterations=14 the SCPSO performance is low, therefore we conclude that an inertia weight = 0.8 is a good low threshold for this parameter. Consequently the high threshold should be modified up to find a suitable value to cope with more complex problem instances. Works [8] and [15] support the above observation, since authors show their exploration process to derive parameter values; however, they are not good for the present problem as its complexity increases.
On the other hand, HATp can provide better parameter values that improves the search ability of SCPSO to find a solution, enhancing its performance on resolving the spectrum sharing problem, than those parameters values suggested by TA and empirical methodology on some problem instances. This encourage us to analyse other regions using HATp; in intention to find better P * . Our interest is also to analyse another automated tuning procedures as ParamILS to gather information about how parameter values affect the SCPSO algorithm performance.
